
 
                           Effective Use of Technology Log            (Summer 2016) 

 
Candidate’s Name:___________________________________ Evaluator’s Signature:_________________________________ Date:__________________ 
This technology log will be used to record the use of technology for assessment of the Kentucky Teaching Standard # 6: The teacher demonstrates the implementation of 

technology. The U of L Rubric for Effective Use of Technology or rubric(s) from other professional standards for your certification area will be completed at the end of 

each placement or mid-point and completion.  Be sure to include a date and description of the technology and how this resource helped to support and/or extend learning. 

Candidates should complete each section below throughout the placement. The KTS indicators for Standard 6 have been mapped to the Teacher Professional Growth and 

Effectiveness System Components: PGES: 1D Knowledge of Resources; 3C Engaging Students in Learning; 3D Using Assessment in Instruction 

KTS Standard Date and Description Date and Description Date and Description Date and Description Date and Description 

KTS 6.1 

Uses available technology to design and 

plan instruction 
(Technology resources used to create the 

plan, i.e. district/school websites, clips, 

“you tube” videos, professional 

organizations, original sources, etc.) 

     

KTS 6.2 

Uses available technology to implement 

instruction that facilitates student 

learning (Technology resources actually 

used during instruction) 

 

 

     

KTS 6.3 

Integrates student use of available 

technology into instruction (Technology 

resources actually used by the students 

during instruction)  

 

 

 

    

KTS 6.4 

Uses available technology to assess and 

communicate student learning 

(Technology resources used to manage 

assessment data and communicate results to 

students) 

     

KTS 6.5 

Demonstrates ethical and legal use of 

technology (Strategies used to ensure that 

your use and your students’ use of 

technology met ethical and legal guidelines) 
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	Date and DescriptionKTS 62 Uses available technology to implement instruction that facilitates student learning Technology resources actually used during instruction: 
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	Date and DescriptionKTS 63 Integrates student use of available technology into instruction Technology resources actually used by the students during instruction_4: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 63 Integrates student use of available technology into instruction Technology resources actually used by the students during instruction_5: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 64 Uses available technology to assess and communicate student learning Technology resources used to manage assessment data and communicate results to students: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 64 Uses available technology to assess and communicate student learning Technology resources used to manage assessment data and communicate results to students_2: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 64 Uses available technology to assess and communicate student learning Technology resources used to manage assessment data and communicate results to students_3: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 64 Uses available technology to assess and communicate student learning Technology resources used to manage assessment data and communicate results to students_4: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 64 Uses available technology to assess and communicate student learning Technology resources used to manage assessment data and communicate results to students_5: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 65 Demonstrates ethical and legal use of technology Strategies used to ensure that your use and your students use of technology met ethical and legal guidelines: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 65 Demonstrates ethical and legal use of technology Strategies used to ensure that your use and your students use of technology met ethical and legal guidelines_2: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 65 Demonstrates ethical and legal use of technology Strategies used to ensure that your use and your students use of technology met ethical and legal guidelines_3: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 65 Demonstrates ethical and legal use of technology Strategies used to ensure that your use and your students use of technology met ethical and legal guidelines_4: 
	Date and DescriptionKTS 65 Demonstrates ethical and legal use of technology Strategies used to ensure that your use and your students use of technology met ethical and legal guidelines_5: 


